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fashion police



Since fashion has existed, there is a 
legitimate authority who determines 
what’s good/bad, relevant, inspiring. 
However, the internet brought a whole 
new fashion police and, in like any 
other field: cancel culture. 



Who is ‘fashion police’, and what do they do? 

People 
Accounts



people



Diana Vreeland

Classics

Diverse profiles can be 
considered ‘fashion police’. 
Some come from traditional 
fashion backgrounds such 
as printed magazines 
where they usually work as 
Editors or Stylists. 

Some others come from the 
internet and mainly social 
media, and pre-social 
media : blogs. 



Tim Blanks 

Classics

Suzy Menkes 



Susie Bubble Carlyne Cerf 
de Dudzeele 

Classics



Marc Goering Leandra Medine 

Classics



Bryan Boy Pam Boy

‘New’



Antwuan Sargent   Lotta Volkova

‘New’



James Costas-
Michael

Anna Trevelyan

‘New’



Loïc Prigent Violet Chachki

Youtube



Jason Closet Violet Chachki

Youtube



accounts



Diet Prada 

is an Instagram account and 
fashion watchdog group. 
Created in 2014 by two 
then-anonymous founders, 
the account’s owners were 
identified in 2017 as fashion 
industry professionals Tony Liu 
and Lindsey Schuyler.Originally 
created as a lighthearted 
way to call out similarities in 
designs, beginning in 2018 
the account became a more 
serious voice in campaigning 
for integrity and accountability 
within the fashion industry.
In addition to highlighting 
copied designs, Diet Prada 
has drawn attention to cultural 
appropriation and lack of 
diversity in publishing and 
fashion companies.



The Fashion Law 

‘The Fashion Law is a modern 
media and information 
company that exists to bridge 
the gap between the worlds of 
business and fashion law. We 
strive to provide unique and 
actionable insights for business 
and legal professionals in 
the fashion industry every 
single day. We believe that by 
covering integral legal issues 
in an industry-specific context, 
TFL can help make companies 
and their employees more 
adaptable and better prepared 
for the future as the fashion 
and retail industries continue 
to evolve at an unprecedented 
pace.’



Fashion Revolution

a not-for-profit global 
movement represented by The 
Fashion Revolution Foundation 
and Fashion Revolution 
CIC with teams in over 100 
countries around the world. 
Fashion Revolution campaigns 
for reform of the fashion 
industry with a focus on the 
need for greater transparency 
in the fashion supply chain.
Starting in 2013, Fashion 
Revolution has designated 
the anniversary of the Rana 
Plaza disaster in Bangladesh 
as Fashion Revolution Day and 
holds events each year.*wiki



Business Of Fashion

‘The Business of Fashion is 
recognised around the world for 
its authoritative, analytical point 
of view on the $2.5 trillion global 
fashion industry. Our mission 
is simple: build fashion’s global 
membership community to 
open, inform and connect the 
industry.

Serving members in more 
than 125 countries, BoF 
combines independent, 
agenda-setting journalism with 
practical business advice, online 
learning, career-building tools 
and immersive events and 
experiences, powering positive 
change in fashion and the 
wider world.’



Modelsdot





‘SHOWstudio is an award-winning fashion website, founded and directed by 
Nick Knight, that has consistently pushed the boundaries of communicating 
fashion online.’
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